Laser TV

Ultra-Short-Throw Projectors, or ‘Laser TV’,
is a new category of opportunity integrators
shouldn’t ignore. OneAV’s Chris Pinder believes
Laser TV to be a new, exciting and lucrative
custom install category. Here’s why...

ambient light rejecting (ALR) tensioned
screen must be used. An automatic ³RRrrising electric tab-tensioned screen from
Vividstorm (available from OneAV) that
can be installed on or countersunk into a
³oor or furniture is what delivers that allimportant “that’s frickin’ cool” moment.

Clever screen tech that
makes the most of those
lasers
The screen material and surface
technologies make Vividstorm’s 120-in UST
ALR automated ³RRUULVing electric tabtensioned screen the very best for Laser TV.

Inch-for-inch the best value
4K UST laser projectors are disrupting the
market for TVs above 75-in in size. It’s a size
where TV prices go through the roof and
sometimes even the logistics of ²tting the
TV through doorways become an issue.
From my experience, most people after
seeing Laser TV say they would gladly
choose it over a big ³at-panel TV.

P

ost-lockdown, many are tentative
about a night at the cinema, live sports
events remain spectator-free, and the
weird vibe of social distancing in pubs
has meant our sofas have quickly become
the best place to enjoy movies, sports, or
some unfathomably addictive NeW³ix series.
This is just one of the factors contributing
to Laser TV’s growing popularity around
the world, as more and more people want
a cinema experience in their own home.
Laser projector tech has come on a long
way recently – it’s now possible to create
a cinema-like experience in a living room
without the MTV Cribs-level outlay. Don’t
believe me? Read on...

Home cinema, but not as
you know it
It’s often not possible to specially construct
a ‘proper’, dedicated, purpose-built home
cinema room and as cool as they are, a lot
of properties don’t or won’t have them.
Ultra-Short-Throw (UST) laser projectors
or ‘Laser TV’, as it’s been labelled by the
manufacturers, has emerged to overcome
this limitation. Laser TV isn’t here to pretend
to be as good as proper “home cinema”
as CEDIA fellows understand it. Laser TV
is here to either substitute or supplement
the ³at panel display and provide cinema
screen size entertainment in multi-purpose
rooms, eliminating the need for dark rooms
and lots of space.

VAVA 4K Projector
UHD Ultra-Short
Throw Laser TV
Vividstorm S PRO
UST ALR Electric
Tension FloorRising Screen
MSRP £2499.99
•
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Available in 92-in, 100-in
and 120-in size options
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• 6000 Lumens
• 3000:1 Contrast Ratio
• 85% NTSC colour gamut
• 0.233 Ultra Short Throw: cast a 100-in
sized image from only 7.2-in away
from the wall
• 150-in Ultra Large Projection: easily
adjust projection between 80-150-in

with black or white casing
• Ambient light rejecting screen material.
• Sawtooth structure for optimal light
beam refraction
• Tab-tensioned for pristine-flat surface
• Automatic floor-rising quiet high-torque
electric motor raises the screen smoothly
• Trigger by 12v, relay, IR, RF

A bigger (literally) better
opportunity for installers
With up to 120-in of laser-projected display,
a well-designed, automated and integrated
solution will deliver more drama and wowfactor than even the largest 75-in+ ³atpanel TVs. The preference for installation
expertise not only makes Laser TV a
more desirable solution for the end-user
but makes better business sense for the
professional installer offering better overall
margin potential. Let me explain how...

It starts with the screen,
not the laser projector
For optimum performance, a special UST
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MSRP £2799.99

Conclusion
Consumers want big, bright, immersive
video systems in their homes. For many
clients such as renters or apartment owners,
the need to run long HDMI cables and
power, not to mention installing brackets on
the ceiling, is a non-starter. With Laser TV,
installers can negate the mounting of the
projector on a ceiling or wall, and achieve a
signL²cantly faster install time. Laser TV ²ts
into any living room, not just saving space
but also helping to minimise the impact of
a projector. Sitting merely inches away from
the screen it delivers a picture up to 120in in size, turns on and off right away and
maintains its brightness, even with years of
daily use.
OneAV is the exclusive distributor of two
new-to-the-UK Laser TV category brands;
Vividstom projection screens and the VAVA
4K UST laser projector. OneAV is aiming to
become your go-to specialist technology
supplier for this new, exciting (and potentially
lucrative) custom install category.

Available in
white and black
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Vividstorm S PRO UST ALR Electric Tension Floor-Rising Screen
It is the combination of the screen + projector that equates to the overall performance of any home cinema setup. The
Vividstorm S PRO ultra-short-throw (UST), floor-rising ambient light rejecting (ALR) electric tab-tensioned screen is the
ultimate companion for any Laser TV system. Vividstorm S PRO features a number of patented technologies that
enhances UST laser projector performance, such as it’s patented and exclusive material, which has a unique ‘sawtooth’
structure and light-rejecting filter to give a stunning performance even in high ambient light such as daylight.
Sawtooth microstructure
A special optical serrated structure refracts the angle of light perfectly outwards from the screen from the acute-up
ward-angled beam of the UST projector.
Ambient light rejection
The light suppression filter combats unwanted environmental light. With a near-perfect viewing cone of 170 degrees
and 0.6 gain, image quality is not hindered even from extreme off-axis positions.
Floor-rising tab-tensioned screen
The tab-tensioned design prevents wrinkles, curling or crease to make the curtain surface extremely flat. The operating
mechanics use a quiet high-torque electric motor to raise the screen smoothly in a short amount of time. The screen
can be triggered by 12v, relay, IR, RF and the height setting is adjustable and stored in the memory. It can be installed
on a floor, table, or countersunk into the floor or furniture.

Vividstorm UST ALR Screen
Environmental Light

Viewer

Sawtooth Surface
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VIVIDSTORM Screen Material SPEC

Screen Material

Peak Gain

Viewing Angle

170°
(85° +/- LR)

0.6

Half Gain
Angle

Color

Dark Grey

85°

Ambient
Light

Acoustically
Transparent

Lay-Flat
Quality

97%

NO

Excellent

Resistance

Ultrashort Throw
Ambient Light Rejecting

Resolutio
n

8K

3D

Yes

Projection
Type

Flame
Resistance

Front Only

Yes

Mildew
Proof

N

Easy
Clean

Available
Screen series

Throw type

Ultra short Throw

(1)Fixed frame series
(2)Motorized Tensioned series

No

(Laser projector)

S PRO Electric Tension Floor Screen SPEC
-Ultra Short Throw Ambient Light Rejecting screen materialAspect
Ratio

16:9

Diag.Size

Standard View Area

OveraIl Case Length
including space occupied
by plug and wire

OveraII Height

Bottom Black
Border
With housing

Packing Dimension

G.W

N.W

ҁinch҂

W

H

L

Z

X

mm

Kgs

Kgs

72"

1594

896

1831

1186

250

1900 240 210

22.00

20.00

84"

1860

1046

2077

1436

350

2150 240 210

25.00

23.00
25.00

92"

2037

1145

2257

1535

350

2300 240 210

27.00

100"

2214

1245

2431

1635

350

2500 240 210

28.00

26.00

110"

2435

1370

2687

1760

350

2740 240 210

31.00

29.00

120"

2656

1494

2910

1884

350

2970 240 210

33.00

31.00
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Height and tension adjustment

Control

The screen allows for precise adjustment of height and
tension.

The screen can be triggered by relay, IR, RF or wireless
12 volt for easy operation and automation.

IR Remote Control with IR receiver

Tab-tensioned for pristine flatness

The screen can be controlled by IR and RF.
A remote control is included.
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This tab-tension system is designed to prevent wrinkles,
curling and creases. The fully tensioned screen maintains a
perfect flat surface, perfect for UST laser projection.

Accessories included

Aluminum housing in black or white

A line-of-sight IR sensor and USB cable for charging
the remote are included.

heavy duty aluminum housing with a black or white finish.
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4K UHD
Short Throw
Laser Projector

"The VAVA 4K Ultra Short Throw Laser Projector will fire up a
150- inch, 6,000 lumens, 4K image while sitting just a few
inches from the wall. Plus, it has three fans for temperature
control and offers Netflix and other streaming apps for
download."

"I spent about a month with the Vava 4K laser
projector since first laying eyes on it at CES 2020,
and I liked the darn thing more with every passing
day."
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"Named the best overall projector of 2020. The
Vava laser projector gives you the ultimate home
theater experience.

"Vava’s 4K Laser UST projector – $2799.99 on Amazon – has
changed my view on projection and fully replaced in my
living room. If you crave a bigger picture, be it for TV, sports,
gaming or movies, take a serious look at replacing your TV
with a UST projection system."

PRODUCT OVERVIEW

Key Features
Big Screen Home Theater
Smart TV System
Ultra Short Throw Projection
Premium Sound System

Lorem Ipsum is simply dummy text of the printing and
typesetting industry. Lorem Ipsum has been the industry's
standard dummy text ever since the 1500s, when an unknown
printer took a galley of type and scrambled it to make a
type specimen book. It has survived not
centuries, but also the leap into electronic typesetting,
remaining essentially unchanged. It was
popularised in
the 1960s with the release of
Letraset sheets containing
Lorem has survived not only
centuries, but also the
leap into electronic typesetting. Lorem Ipsum is simply
dummy text of the printing and typesetting industry.
Lorem Ipsum has been the industry's standard dummy text
ever since the 1500s, when an unknown printer took a
galley of type and scrambled it to make a type specimen
centuries, but also
book. It has survived not only
the leap into electronic typesetting, remaining
essentially unchanged. It was
popularised in the 1960s
with the release of
Letraset sheets containing Lorem has
survived not only
centuries, but also the leap into
electronic typesetting.

PRODUCT OVERVIEW

Small Size.
Big Screen.
Product size = 20in x 13in x 4in

Projecting up to 150” on screen

PRODUCT OVERVIEW

Multi-Room
Unlimited
Possibility

150”

75” LED HD TV

Adjustable viewing size and position
Say goodbye to permanent TV mount
High mobility, setup made simple

Pick it up & watch theatre TV anywhere
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PRODUCT OVERVIEW

HomeTheatre
Screen Size
150” Home Theatre vs 75” TV

150”

70”

32”

PRODUCT OVERVIEW

Ultra Short
Throw
Ultra short throw 0.233
A 8.5" distance from the wall can project
up to 100” picture
Space saving, no need to install on the
ceiling anymore

PRODUCT OVERVIEW

Ultra High
Definition
High Dynamic Range HDR10

ALPD 3.0 Technology
(actual movie theatre quality technology)
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PRODUCT OVERVIEW

Long Lasting
Laser
Long life time laser > 20000 hours
Benefit from the laser light source While
bulb last < 6000 hours
LED last < 10000 hours

Smart Eyes
Protection
-Diffused light, more comfortable
-Human detection for safety: It will
automatically turn down brightness for
safety when it detects people coming
close to the screen

PRODUCT OVERVIEW

Wide Color
Range
Wide Color Gamut
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LCD TV

VAVA Projector

£15000+

£2999

100’’ Screen with Fixed Size

Up to 150’’ with Adjustable Size and Position

Single Speaker Design <15W

Dimensional Stereo Sound 30W

Bright Unhealthy Light

Smart Light Eye-protection

150’’

100’’

70’’

8.5
’’

Massive
150’’ Screen
Ultra short 0.233, 8.5’’ distance from the wall can project a 100'' picture. Up to 150''.
Portable size: 21in” 14in” 4in”
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Realistic 4K
UHD Image Quality
4K (3840x2160) HDR10 with ALPD 3.0 Technology
-Actual movie theater quality technology used in 10,000+ theaters worldwide
Full IMAX experience
-Life-like details with great dynamic range and fluid picture

8M 2000 3000:1
8M+ Pixels,
4X more than 1080p
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2000 ANSI
Lumen CLO

3000:1 (FOFO)
High-contrast

4K UST Laser Projector
VA-LT002

Resolution 4K
150" Projection
Ultra Short Throw
ALPD 3.0
Eye Care
Android OS

Specification
Interfaces

Projection System
Display Type

DLP

HDMI

3(HDCP2.2, 1 with ARC)

Light Source

Laser (ALPD3.0)

USB

1

Laser Safety Class

Class 1

Video In

AV3.5

Throw Rate

0.233

Audio Out

Line out 1 (3.5mm)and S/PDIF 1

Projection Size

up to 150"

RJ45

1

Resolution

4K

Brightness

2000ANSI lumen (CLO)/ 6000 lumen (Light Source)

Luminance Uniformity

> 80%

Contrast Ratio

> 200:1(ANSI)/ > 3000:1(FOFO)

Internet

Color Gamut

Rec.709

Bluetooth

Smart TV System

Connectivity
Wired and wireless (802.11ac 2.4G/5G 2T2R, with DFS)
BT4.2 (dual mode)

Power

System

Android 7.1

Input

100 to 240V, 50/60Hz

App Store

Aptoide

Power Consumption

<360W

EMMC

32GB

Standby Power Consumption

< 0.5W

Ram

2GB

3D

Yes

Human Detection

Yes

HDR10

Yes

Dimensions

533*368*107mm

Keystone Correction

Yes

Noise

< 32dB

Electric Focus

Yes

Working Temperature

0 to 40°

Multiscreen

Yes

Storage Temperature

-20 to 65°

Audio

Others

Accessory

Speaker

harman/ kardon, 30W

Remote

Bluetooth remote

Bluetooth In

Yes(connect with phone)

Power Cord

1.5m

Bluetooth Out

Yes(connect with bluetooth speaker)

AAA Battery

2

DTS

Yes

Dolby

Yes
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